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ABSTRACT: Species richness is decreasing at a global scale. At subglobal scales, that is, within any defined area less extensive than the globe, species richness will increase when the number of nonnative species becoming naturalized is greater than the number of native species becoming extinct. Determining whether this has occurred is usually difficult because detailed records of species extinctions and naturalizations are rare; these records often exist, however, for oceanic islands. Here we show that species richness on oceanic islands has remained relatively unchanged for land birds, with the number of naturalizations being roughly equal to the number of extinctions, and has increased dramatically for vascular plants, with the number of naturalizations greatly exceeding the number of extinctions. In fact, for plants, the net number of species on islands has approximately doubled. We show further that these patterns are robust to differences in the history of human occupation of these islands and to the possibility of undocumented species extinctions. These results suggest that species richness may be increasing at subglobal scales for many groups and that future research should address what consequences this may have on ecological processes.
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Although biological invasions are clearly reducing species richness at a global scale, the impacts of these invasions at subglobal scales are far less certain (Rosenzweig 2001). This is because biological invaders, which are generally nonnative species, contribute to species loss by causing the extinction of natives and contribute to species gain by their own establishment. We define nonnatives here to include all species that were absent from a region before the arrival of humans, regardless of whether they were introduced by humans or arrived through their own power of dispersal. Among nonnatives we are interested in those that have become naturalized, that is, those that have established self-sustaining populations in the absence of human assistance (Richardson et al. 2000a; Sax and Brown 2000). Many of these naturalized species are distributed broadly across continents and islands, taking on geographical patterns of richness and range size that mimic native ones (Sax 2001). These same species often have strong and damaging effects on native biota, causing changes at the community, the ecosystem, and the landscape levels (e.g., Elton 1958; Carlton 1979; Mack 1981; Case and Bolger 1991; D’Antonio and Vitousek 1992; Simberloff and Stiling 1996). Indeed, as suggested above, naturalized species are undoubtedly contributing to a global decline in species richness by causing or facilitating the extinction of natives (e.g., Steadman 1995; Crawley 1997; Fritts and Rodda 1998).

At subglobal scales, the establishment of naturalized species necessarily causes a change in species composition, but the net outcome on species richness is uncertain. Diversity will increase, decrease, or remain unchanged within a region depending on the corresponding number of extinctions. In some cases, broad losses of native richness have followed the establishment of particular nonnative species; for example, the introduction of the brown tree snake Boiga irregularis Cogger led to the extinction of several bird species on Guam (Fritts and Rodda 1998). In other cases, many nonnative species have had no detectable effects on native biota (Simberloff 1981). Consequently, in systems where many nonnative species have become established without coincident extinctions, richness is presumed to have increased, for example, for subtidal invertebrates in San Francisco Bay as well as for plants and vertebrates in New Zealand (Atkinson and Cameron 1993; Valentine and Jablonski 1993; Carlton 1996).

A possible framework for understanding variation in likely responses to invasions comes from the theoretical
work of Rosenzweig (2001), who predicts that the establishment of nonnative species will commonly lead to a net increase in richness at subglobal scales. This prediction is based on the tenets of island biogeography theory (sensu MacArthur and Wilson 1967), which posits that an increase in the immigration rate of species (in this case, nonnative ones) should lead to an increase in richness. If this prediction is correct, then the relative change in richness of a region should be related to the relative change in rates of immigration. Groups of organisms with relatively low vagility that are poor natural dispersers should have the greatest increase in immigration rates when dispersal is human assisted. Consequently, low-vagility species should show dramatic increases in richness in formerly isolated regions. By contrast, groups of organisms with high natural vagility, such as birds, should show smaller relative increases in rates of immigration and consequently smaller increases in richness.

It is unclear, however, whether or not increases in species richness may lead to corresponding increases in extinction rates (Rosenzweig 2001). If extinction rates increase, then increases in richness could be offset, resulting in a dramatically changed species composition without a change in species number. If extinction rates increase enough (e.g., if invading species cause a cascade of extinction events), then richness could be reduced well below historic levels. However, even if rates of extinction are increased, the process of extinction itself may occur on a much longer timescale than invasions, which would make the perceived impact of invasions dependent on the timescale of observation. Finally, time lags may vary in duration among taxonomic groups because some taxa may be more susceptible to extinction once their population size has been depressed.

Here we explore net changes in species richness at subglobal spatial scales following the establishment of nonnative species. To do so, we examine the species richness of taxa on oceanic islands and archipelagos. Islands are particularly appropriate for addressing this question because of their discrete geographical boundaries and discrete periods of human occupation. Together these features facilitate determinations of species gain (via naturalization) and species loss (via extinction and extirpation). Of course, this approach can also be used within defined areas of a continent when adequate records of extinction and colonization exist (e.g., Newmark 1995). Islands, however, are noteworthy because it is the extinction of island endemics that has caused some of the most severe losses to the global richness of species (Steadman 1995). Finally, islands allow us to examine changes in richness at spatial scales that vary across seven orders of magnitude (from 0.25 to 265,000 km²), which provides variation that is useful in evaluating whether changes in richness patterns are scale dependent.

We did not wish to focus here on changes in richness of taxonomic groups that were absent or poorly represented on oceanic islands before human influence because such groups, for example, nonvolant mammals and freshwater fishes, have clearly increased in richness since the introduction of nonnative species (e.g., Eldredge and Miller 1995). Instead, we examined groups that were diverse on islands before the arrival of humans and which therefore could have increased, remained unchanged, or decreased in richness. Similarly, we examined groups that we expected to vary in dispersal ability and susceptibility to extinction. To these ends, we examined the present-day patterns of species richness of two disparate taxonomic groups: vascular plants and land birds.

**Methods**

We surveyed the literature for information on the floras and faunas of oceanic islands. On these islands, we examined vascular plants (ferns, fern allies, flowering plants, and gymnosperms) that inhabit terrestrial or freshwater systems but excluded those found exclusively in marine environments, such as seagrasses. We also examined land birds, which include those found in terrestrial or freshwater habitats but exclude those that acquire the majority of their resources from the marine environment. This excluded most shorebird species except for those few that have expanded their niche on oceanic islands to include resource acquisition in terrestrial or freshwater habitats, for example, the Saint Helena wirebird Charadrius sanctae-helenae (Olson 1975). We examined these vascular plant and land bird species on oceanic islands and archipelagos that are currently inhabited by humans, where perturbation rates are presumably highest and the greatest numbers of nonnative species have been introduced (see app. A for a detailed list of the criteria used in selecting islands). We also noted which islands had been occupied by humans before European colonization; on these islands, the extinction of natives and the introduction of nonnatives may have gone unrecorded, occurring before Europeans arrived. Further, islands within an archipelago were not treated separately but instead as a single data point. Such islands often share a relatively common ecological setting and history of disturbance and, as such, could be considered to be pseudoreplicates if treated separately (Cas 1996).

On all islands, we tallied the number of naturalized species that are extant as well as the number of native species that are extant and extinct (see table 1 for plants and table 2 for birds; see app. A for a detailed explanation of the criteria used to make these determinations). The
Table 1: Vascular plants on oceanic islands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Island (or archipelago)</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Natives (extant)</th>
<th>Natives (extinct)</th>
<th>Naturalized species (extant)</th>
<th>Total no. of extant species</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Christmas Island (Indian Ocean)</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocos (Keeling) Islands</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easter Island</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaiian Islandsa</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>1,223</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>1,090</td>
<td>2,313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heron Island</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lord Howe Island</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mangareva Island</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nauru Island</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand Islands</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>2,065</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2,069</td>
<td>4,134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Line Islands</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norfolk Island</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitcairn Island</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tristan da Cunha Island</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All islands are currently inhabited by humans but are split into one of four categories based on their history of human occupation before European contact. Class A islands have no evidence of human occupation or visitation before European contact and are otherwise unlikely to have been visited. Class B islands have evidence of human visitation, or are likely to have been visited, but have no evidence of human settlement and are unlikely to have been settled. Class C islands appear to have had human settlements but were abandoned before European contact. Class D islands had human settlements when European contact occurred. For our analyses, the first two classes of islands (A and B) were considered to be uninhabited, while the latter two (C and D) were considered to be inhabited before European contact.

a A fossil record exists.

b Insufficient information was available to determine whether any species had become extinct.

relationships between these values were examined by plotting the log-normalized data for each taxon in two ways. First, we plotted naturalized nonnative species versus extinct native species. This shows how richness of naturalized species is related to richness of extinct natives. The significance and explanatory power of these relationships were examined with ordinary least squares regression analyses. Second, we plotted the total number of species currently present on these islands (i.e., extant native and naturalized species) versus the total number of species that were historically present (i.e., extant native and naturalized species). This relationship provides a graphical representation of how richness has changed for plants and birds across the islands and island archipelagos considered. This second set of comparisons was not examined with regression analyses because the axes are not independent.

Results

For vascular plants, the log numbers of extinct native species are not significantly correlated with the log numbers of naturalized species (fig. 1A). Instead, a goodness-of-fit test (using the Pearson statistic) shows that the null model of an equal number of points on either side of the line of equality is rejected because all of the points in this relationship are above the line of equality ($\chi^2 = 11.0, df = 1, P < .001$). Thus, on all islands examined, more non-native species have become naturalized than natives have become extinct, and therefore, the number of species has consistently increased (fig. 1B). Moreover, the magnitude of increase is remarkably similar across islands; the total number of plant species has approximately doubled (i.e., points are tightly distributed along the dashed line that marks a twofold linear increase from the values present on the line of equality in fig. 1B). This doubling in species richness is a consequence of two factors. First, as stated above, few natives have become extinct (fig. 1A). Second, the log numbers of extant natives are highly correlated with the log numbers of naturalized species ($R^2 = 0.95$, slope = 0.96, $P < .001$). This second relationship is relatively unchanged by dividing the data into two groups—those islands that had human inhabitants before European colonization and those that did not (previously inhabited islands: $R^2 = 0.96$, slope = 0.93, $P < .001$; previously uninhabited islands: $R^2 = 0.99$, slope = 0.96, $P < .001$).

The number of species of naturalized plants on islands is significantly related to both the size of these islands and to the number of human inhabitants on these islands ($R^2 = 0.67$ and 0.71, respectively; fig. 2A, 2B). Both of these factors, however, explain less of the variation in numbers of naturalized species than do the numbers of native plant species. Further, the significance and amount of variance explained by these factors are strongly influenced by the presence of two extreme values, Hawaii and New Zealand. When these two extremes of island size are removed, both relationships become nonsignificant.
Table 2: Land birds on oceanic islands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Island (or archipelago)</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Natives (extant)</th>
<th>Natives (extinct)</th>
<th>Naturalized species (extant)</th>
<th>Total no. of extant species</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Andaman/Nicobar Islands</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ascension Island(b)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chatham Islands(b)</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cook Islands(b)</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easter Island(b)</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiji Islands(b)</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galápagos Islands(b)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guam Island</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii Islands(b)</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lord Howe Island(b)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marquesas Islands(b)</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritius Island(b)</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand Islands(b)</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norfolk Island(b)</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palau Islands</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reunion Island(b)</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodriguez Island(b)</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Helena Island(b)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samoa Islands(b)</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society Islands(b)</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonga Islands(b)</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tristan da Cunha Island</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wake Island</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: "Classes" are the same as in table 1.

\(^a\) Insufficient information was available to determine whether any species had become extinct.

\(^b\) A fossil record exists.

The richness of naturalized land birds is significantly related to the total land area of islands and to their number of human inhabitants \((R^2 = 0.25\) and 0.34, respectively; fig. 2C, 2D). The amount of variance explained by these relationships, however, is much less than the amount of variance explained by characteristics of the native species, in this case by the number of native bird extinctions.

For land birds, the log numbers of species that have become extinct are closely correlated with the log numbers of naturalized species, with points distributed along the line of equality (fig. 1C). The amount of variance explained by this relationship is relatively high, and the slope is positive \((R^2 = 0.78\), slope = 0.77, \(P < .001\)). This relationship is relatively unchanged by dividing the data into two groups—those islands that had human inhabitants before European colonization and those that did not (previously inhabited islands, \(\text{filled triangles}\), fig. 1: \(R^2 = 0.79\), slope = 0.89, \(P < .001\); previously uninhabited islands, \(\text{filled circles}\), fig. 1: \(R^2 = 0.76\), slope = 0.78, \(P < .001\)). This determination is important because if islands that were inhabited by humans before European colonization have a consistently different ratio of extinctions to naturalizations than islands that were not previously inhabited, then comparing these groups of islands together may be problematic. This determination is further corroborated by comparing the pattern of residuals of these two groups around their common regression line; the difference between the mean residual values is small (approximately one species) and not statistically significant (previously inhabited islands, \(\text{filled triangles}\), fig. 1: mean = \(-0.043\); previously uninhabited islands, \(\text{filled circles}\), fig. 1: mean = 0.047, \(t\) value = 1.14, \(df = 18\), \(P > .27\)). Finally, as a result of the relationship between extinct native species and extant naturalized species, there has been a remarkably precise correspondence between numbers of bird species before and after human occupation of these islands, with their total numbers having remained largely unchanged (i.e., points are distributed along the line of equality in fig. 1D). This relationship is remarkable because the mean percentage of native species that have become extinct on these islands is large (\(\sim 57\%\)) and the variation among islands is dramatic (from 0% to 100% loss of native bird species; table 2).

**Discussion**

Neither plants nor birds have seen a decline in species richness on oceanic islands. Instead, across all islands ex-
Figure 1: Species richness on islands. Filled triangles represent islands that were inhabited before European contact, while filled circles represent islands that were not. A, Many naturalized plants have been added relative to the number of extinctions (Pearson’s statistic of an equal distribution about the line of equality rejects at \( P < .001 \)). B, Net richness of plants has increased on all islands with naturalized species. The dashed line shows the approximate doubling (on a linear scale) of net richness. Note that this relationship is plotted as a visual aid and that a regression analysis is not appropriate since a portion of the data (namely, the number of extant natives) are incorporated to both the \( X \)- and \( Y \)-axes. C, Significant relationship between naturalized birds and extinct native birds (\( r = 0.78, P < .001 \)). D, Net diversity of birds has remained approximately unchanged. Note that this relationship is plotted as a visual aid and that a regression analysis is not appropriate since portions of the data (namely, the number of extant natives) are incorporated to both the \( X \)- and \( Y \)-axes.

Examined, the richness of plants has increased dramatically, while the richness of birds has remained relatively unchanged. For plants, this has occurred because few natives have become extinct, while many nonnatives have become naturalized. For birds, this has occurred because the number of natives that have become extinct are roughly equal to the number of nonnatives that have become naturalized. This pattern with birds suggests the possibility that native species were driven to extinction by interactions with naturalized species (such as competition) on a nearly one-to-one basis. Although this hypothesis would seem to be credible, we know that such interactions have played, at most, a secondary role for at least two reasons. First, many native birds became extinct on these islands before the
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Establishment of naturalized birds (James 1995). Second, many native bird extinctions are directly attributable to the introduction of nonvolant predators and to the loss of native habitat (Ebenhard 1988). To what extent competition and other interactions between natives and nonnatives may have augmented these other sources of extinctions is difficult to know; only further research can address this question.

In addition to understanding what caused bird extinctions, it is also prudent to consider what allowed nonnative species of both birds and plants to become naturalized. Although there are many possibilities, we will discuss four likely explanations. The first explanation posits that nonnative species have become established because of the extinction of native species, which has created vacant niches. The second explanation posits that nonnative species have become established because of the alteration of native habitats, which has created environments that are favorable

Figure 2: Island characteristics and richness of naturalized plant and bird species. A, Significant relationship between log island land area and richness of naturalized plant species ($y = 0.33x + 1.40$, $r^2 = 0.67$, $P < .001$). B, Significant relationship between log number of human inhabitants and richness of naturalized plant species ($y = 0.33x + 0.96$, $r^2 = 0.71$, $P < .001$). C, Significant relationship between log island land area and richness of naturalized bird species ($y = 0.17x + 0.45$, $r^2 = 0.25$, $P < .05$). D, Significant relationship between log number of human inhabitants and richness of naturalized bird species ($y = 0.16x + 0.22$, $r^2 = 0.34$, $P < .01$).
to nonnative species. These two explanations are tightly linked, and their relative importance is difficult to disentangle because most native habitats that have been altered have also lost native species. Diamond and Veitch (1981) provide evidence to support the conclusion that the presence of native species and intact forest are sufficient to exclude nonnative bird species on offshore islands of New Zealand. Other studies have also shown that habitat modification, particularly of ecosystem-level characteristics, can facilitate the invasion of nonnative species (e.g., Vitousek and Walker 1989; D’Antonio and Vitousek 1992). The third explanation posits that the creation of wholly new anthropogenic habitats favors the naturalization of nonnative species. This explanation is supported by the distribution and abundance of many nonnative species in anthropogenic environments; in New Zealand, for example, many naturalized species exclusively occupy agricultural landscapes (Robertson and Heather 1999). Indeed the importance of anthropogenic habitats for nonnative species cannot be understated because their occurrence in these environments is common (e.g., Sax and Brown 2000). The fourth explanation posits that nonnative species have become established because they are competitively superior to natives. Such a disparity in competitive ability could occur for a number of reasons: absence of predators, differences in evolutionary history, and so on. For a review of this topic, see Sax and Brown (2000). Of course, none of these explanations are mutually exclusive, and some combination of them has undoubtedly been important for each nonnative species that has become naturalized. So, on the one hand, understanding the mechanisms responsible for a particular species success can only be evaluated by carefully examining the details of its naturalization history. On the other hand, the consistent patterns found among islands for naturalizations of birds and plants suggest that these processes may not be completely idiosyncratic and instead that a limited set of interacting mechanisms may be responsible. Comprehensive work to determine the underlying mechanisms will undoubtedly benefit most by examining both case-specific examples and broad-scale patterns of naturalization.

Data Quality

Before further considering the patterns shown here, we need to address potential inadequacies in the data. The largest concern is undocumented extinctions. Because thousands of birds are estimated to have become extinct on oceanic islands, we expect some portion of these to have gone undocumented (Pimm et al. 1994; Steadman 1995). Similarly, some number of plant extinctions may also have gone undocumented. If these numbers of undocumented extinctions were large, then the qualitative conclusions reached here would be suspect. This concern is particularly relevant on islands colonized by Polynesians, or other seafaring peoples, where few records of early extinction events exist and our knowledge of species extinctions is dependent on fossil and archaeological records. However, three lines of evidence (the first for birds and plants and the remaining two exclusively for plants) suggest that the qualitative conclusions drawn from the data presented in figure 1 are robust and not due to inadequacies in the data. First, many of the islands used in this study were not inhabited before European colonization. Such differences in island history allow us to contrast those islands that had pre-European inhabitants with those that did not (represented by triangles and circles, respectively, in fig. 1). If undocumented extinctions seriously compromise the findings, then there should be marked differences between these two island types. We would expect relatively more recorded extinctions on islands that were not inhabited before European arrival, where presumably a greater proportion of the total number of extinctions caused by anthropogenic activities would have been recorded. However, we found no such differences. Data from both sets of islands are strikingly similar. This suggests that a significant portion of the extinctions that have occurred are accounted for in the data set.

For land birds, specifically, an examination of the regression of extinct native species versus extant naturalized species (fig. 1C) shows that the mean difference in residual values between islands that were inhabited before European colonization and those that were not is only one species. On average, then, this suggests that we are only missing approximately one more extinct species of bird on islands that were inhabited by humans before European colonization than on those that were not. This suggests that the fossil record on these islands may be more complete than expected and that we are aware of most of the bird species that have become extinct since human occupation of these particular islands. This may seem to be at odds with Steadman’s (1995) estimate of the extinction of over 1,000 species of birds on oceanic islands. On careful inspection, however, these findings are not inconsistent; Steadman’s estimate is based on the loss of only a few unique species from each of thousands of islands. So, in this case, the existing fossil evidence of extinct species together with the estimate (from the difference in residual values) of an average of approximately one additional missing species per island may, in fact, be a fairly accurate estimate of bird extinctions on these islands. This reasoning does make an assumption, namely, that our count is correct for the number of bird species that have become extinct on islands that were not inhabited before the arrival of Europeans. Fortunately, this assumption seems to be relatively sound. On these islands, early visitors or natu-
nalists often recorded species of birds that were later driven to extinction. Further, on eight of the 10 islands in our database that were not inhabited before European contact, an extensive fossil record supplements our knowledge of bird extinctions. Therefore, it seems unlikely that a great number of species that became extinct have gone unrecorded on these islands. In summary, for birds, then, it seems likely that the qualitative nature of the conclusions reached is robust. However, for the purposes of this article, it really is not critical that the richness of birds has remained stable. Future work may discover more fossil species of birds on these islands. Our point here, however, is simply that the richness of birds appears to be changing in a way that differs from that of plants and that these differences may be instructive in and of themselves. We leave it to plants to drive home the principal message of this study.

For plants, as stated above, species richness increased in a qualitatively similar way on all islands, regardless of whether they were or were not inhabited before European colonization; this suggests that the patterns observed are robust to differences in pre-European occupation and that great numbers of plant extinctions have not gone undetected. Of course, for most islands, the quality of the fossil record for plants is not as good as that for birds. As a result, the probability of a plant species becoming extinct and being unrecorded would also seem to be higher. Two additional lines of evidence for plants, however, mitigate these concerns. First, despite the incomplete nature of the fossil record, a record does exist, and it strongly suggests that there have been relatively few plant extinctions since the arrival of humans (James 1995). The best fossil evidence comes from New Zealand where numerous studies have examined the Quaternary fossil record (Clarkson et al. 1992, 1995; Burrows et al. 1993; Ogden et al. 1993; Burrows 1995, 1997a, 1997b; Newnham et al. 1995; Elliot et al. 1998). These studies describe local and regional paleofloras and, in each case, find that all of the fossil species identified are still extant in New Zealand. Among these studies a total of 118 species have been identified. If there had been a wholesale extinction of plant species in New Zealand since the arrival of humans, then we would expect some significant portion of these fossil species to now be extinct. Since none of them is extinct it suggests that, while extinctions of plant species in New Zealand have undoubtedly occurred, their relative numbers since human arrival must be few. Similar evidence is available from Hawaii, where paleobotanists have specifically looked for evidence in the fossil record of recent plant extinctions (Selling 1946, 1947, 1948). This directed effort, while identifying many fossil species, found only one extinct fossil species. Therefore, at least on the larger islands, as indicated by New Zealand and Hawaii, it does not appear that there have been recent mass extinctions of plant species. On smaller islands, however, there may have been relatively greater numbers of plant extinctions, although the total numbers are still likely to be small; for example, Easter Island lost seven arborescent taxa following the island’s deforestation (Flenley et al. 1991).

Beyond the fossil evidence itself (which is consistent with the conclusion that there have been few plant extinctions), a second line of evidence (or, in this case, reasoning) further suggests that the conclusions reached are robust. Namely, we can ask the question of just how incomplete the existing data on plant extinctions would have to be in order to alter the conclusions reached from figure 1. Clearly, with respect to net changes in species richness, the magnitude of increase in the number of species trivializes any concerns about a few undocumented extinctions. For example, New Zealand has gained ∼2,000 naturalized species; so, if there were an additional 1,000 or even 1,900 plant extinctions that we had no record of, our conclusions would still be the same, that is, that the total number of plants in New Zealand has increased. Given that New Zealand has ∼2,000 native plant species, half of the original native flora would need to have become extinct without detection to change the qualitative conclusion that plant diversity has increased. Since none of the 118 plant species with a fossil record that we identified in the Quaternary have become extinct, the likelihood of such massive undetected extinctions is exceedingly remote. Although the large flora of New Zealand provides an extreme example, the same relative magnitude of undetected loss of native plant species from other islands, that is, a number equal to the current number of known extant species of native plants, would be required to change the conclusion that richness of plants has increased. For plants, then, all available evidence suggests that the total number of plant species on islands has increased substantially.

**Implications for Ecology**

In addition to the implicit interest and importance inherent in the net changes in plant and bird richness, these changes also provide evidence for the debate on the fundamental processes that regulate the species richness of a focal place or region. Recently, Brown et al. (2001) and Sax (2002a) have argued that richness should be stable temporally, or spatially, when a number of conditions are met. Among these conditions (see Brown et al. 2001 for a complete list) is the requirement that the focal area has the opportunity for compensatory colonization and extinction events from a regional pool of species. They argue that stability of species richness will typically be greater in continental environments than in island systems because of their differences in access to a regional pool of species.
In this study, we show that richness of birds has been relatively stable, while richness of plants has not. Given the differences in the vagility of these two groups and the general differences in their ability to disperse over wide expanses of ocean, these results are consistent with the speculation of Brown et al. (2001). The high vagility of birds allows even remote oceanic islands to have regular access to a larger regional pool of species, allowing for the possibility of regular colonization events. This view is supported by the great number of species that migrate to, but do not breed on, oceanic islands and by the equally great number of bird species that are reported on these islands as “accidentals,” “stragglers,” or “irregular migrants” (i.e., they are observed sporadically but not regularly enough to be considered established members of the avifauna; see avifauna references in app. B). Indeed, since anthropogenic disturbances to islands began, some of these birds have been highly successful at becoming naturalized in newly created habitats. For example, on Lord Howe Island, at least eight of the 11 naturalized bird species have dispersed to Lord Howe under their own power, and many of these are most abundant within anthropogenic habitats (Fullagar et al. 1974; Hutton 1990). The high number of “natural”-dispersal events suggests that species richness of birds on many oceanic islands has not historically been limited by a shortage of colonists (i.e., that adequate numbers of birds have been able to disperse to islands) and instead that richness has been regulated primarily by local ecological processes on each island (Lack 1970). This interpretation is consistent with the low explanatory power of the number of human inhabitants observed in this study (fig. 2D), which might have been expected to be more important in determining migration pressure but which, here, appears to be, at most, a secondary consideration. Regardless, however, of the exact mechanism, the net effect of human activities on birds has been to change their composition dramatically, without substantially changing their total richness.

In contrast, low rates of transoceanic dispersal of vascular plants have apparently limited their richness on oceanic islands. Therefore, human-assisted dispersal has increased the richness of plants on those islands. This hypothesis is supported by comparing plant groups with different dispersal capacities. Ferns and their allies, which disperse long distances by wind-borne spores, have increased in richness following human settlement by only 4% (a marginal change in diversity that is comparable to the consistency seen in birds); in contrast, flowering plants, whose seeds are not dispersed as efficiently by wind, have increased in richness by ~150%. Of course, some portion of this variation between ferns and flowering plants may be due to differential introduction efforts by humans. However, the interpretation that these differences are due to differential dispersal abilities is consistent with results observed in other studies where the role of human-assisted dispersal is reduced; for example, nearly 25% of the fern species occurring on Java have colonized Krakatau, while fewer than 10% of the flowering species have done so (Whittaker et al. 1997). Additional evidence for the differential capacity of ferns and flowering plants to colonize oceanic islands can probably be evaluated by contrasting species-area relationships for these two groups on islands and continents, although potential differences in speciation rates on islands may also need to be considered.

As a final example of the importance of dispersal capacity in determining these patterns, we present an extreme case—the freshwater fishes. These species are extremely unlikely to cross wide expanses of ocean and undoubtedly have low richness values on islands, at least, in part, because of a lack of dispersal opportunities. In fact, most native freshwater fishes on islands originated as marine species that secondarily invaded freshwater environments, including the five freshwater fishes that are native to Hawaii (Resh and De Szalay 1995). Consequently, the richness of freshwater fishes on oceanic islands has increased dramatically following the introduction of non-native species, for example, by 800% on Hawaii (Eldredge and Miller 1995). We expect the qualitative nature of these dispersal-related processes to be similar for many taxonomic groups on islands and island-like environments, where we predict that the magnitude of increase in species richness will be inversely proportional to the vagility of the group in question.

An unexpected result of this study was the highly consistent, approximately twofold, increase in the species richness of plants on oceanic islands (fig. 1B). The consistency of this increase across islands that vary in size by more than seven orders of magnitude is striking, with the number of native species accounting for 95% of the variation in the number of nonnative species. Other studies, at a variety of spatial scales, have shown positive relationships between the number of native and naturalized species of plants (e.g., Chown et al. 1998; Lonsdale 1999; Stohlgren et al. 1999; Stadler et al. 2000; Sax 2002b). Lonsdale (1999), Sax (2002b), and others have suggested that the positive relationship between native and naturalized species may not be causal and that both groups of species are likely to be responding similarly to environmental variables that favor species richness (such as productivity or heterogeneity). Alternatively, the correspondence between native and naturalized species could be due to some interaction between island size and number of human inhabitants, which have been linked to species richness in other studies (e.g., Chaloupka and Domm 1986; Chown et al. 1998). Here, however, these variables are only weakly associated with the number of naturalized plants, particularly when
the outlying points of Hawaii and New Zealand are excluded (fig. 2). Of course, all islands examined in this study are occupied by humans, so the relative explanatory power of number of human inhabitants may be expected to be reduced. It should be noted, however, that had we included uninhabited islands in this study the precision of this two-fold increase in richness would have been reduced because uninhabited islands have increased in plant richness but not by the same proportion (see data in Chown et al. 1998). Still, it seems unlikely that island size, number of human inhabitants, or a similar response between native and naturalized species to environmental variables can, alone, account for the precision of the relationship shown here, where the number of native species explained 95% of the variation in the number of naturalized species. Undoubtedly, further work will be necessary to elucidate the mechanisms that can account for such a pattern.

Regardless of the mechanism, the consistency of this pattern begs the question of how this relationship will change in the future. We envision two principal alternatives. First, a new “carrying capacity” for plant species may have been reached, and few additional changes in richness will occur (although changes in composition could continue). This would be consistent with the pattern of bird richness, whose relatively unchanged values are consistent with the hypothesis that bird richness is at a carrying capacity on each island. Second, the current richness of plant species could be transient, increasing or decreasing in the future (Rosenzweig 2001). Richness could increase if the rate of extinctions remains low and the addition of non-native species continues unabated. Alternatively, richness could ultimately decrease, if extinction rates of plants are inherently slow, and there is a long lag time before species en route to extinction actually become extinct. In the former case, species richness could conceivably continue to increase to levels that matched or even exceeded those on equal-sized areas of continents, while, in the latter case, species richness could conceivably decrease substantially. Further, if there were cascading extinction events, then species diversity could decline to levels well below those that existed before human arrival. Which of these alternatives are most likely is difficult to ascertain at this time, but the possibility of forthcoming extinctions in response to current patterns of invasions warrants considerable attention.

Although this study has examined changes in species richness on islands, it appears that qualitatively similar patterns occur on continents. At subglobal scales, the richness of plant species has increased substantially, while the richness of bird species has remained relatively unchanged. For example, in California, richness of plant species has increased; ~28 species have become extinct, while over 1,000 species have become naturalized (Hickman 1993; Skinner and Pavlik 1994). In contrast, for birds in North America, richness has remained relatively unchanged; approximately seven to 12 species have gone extinct (depending on the inclusion of species lost to offshore islands and species only surviving in captivity) and ~22 nonnative species have become naturalized (Groombridge 1992; Sax 1999). Unfortunately, at spatial scales smaller than large political and geographic units, changes in richness are difficult to detect because detailed records of species extirpations are generally lacking. This precludes us from making absolute determinations about how richness has changed at many mesoscales on continents. Nevertheless, the positive relationships identified between native and naturalized richness of plants (Lonsdale 1999; Stohlgren et al. 1999; Stadler et al. 2000; Sax 2002b), together with the relatively few recorded plant extinctions on continents, suggests that species richness has increased at many mesoscales.

If species richness is decreasing at global scales and increasing at mesoscales, then how is richness changing at microscales or local scales? At these smallest scales, we imagine that idiosyncratic processes may often determine the outcome of changes in richness. However, if there were a general pattern, then we imagine that it would be consistent with that of mesoscales. We suspect this because the available evidence for plant richness at local scales is consistent with the patterns observed for islands. Stohlgren et al. (1999), Levine (2000), and Sax (2002b) have all shown positive relationships between native and nonnative plant richness at local scales. So, while we are not certain how richness has changed locally, it seems likely that, at least in some cases, richness has increased. Validating this conjecture is important because this information could lead to a reorientation of much ecological research. Currently, many research projects are conducted with the tacit assumption that species richness has declined at local scales. Consequently, many studies examine the ecological effects of a reduction in species richness (e.g., Naeem et al. 1994, 1996; McGrady-Steed et al. 1997; Hector et al. 1999; Tilman 1999; Petchey 2000). In contrast to these conventional studies of declining richness, Richardson et al. (2000b) have shown that increases in richness may also be important. They show that increasing richness can initiate a feedback mechanism, through the role of mutualisms, which facilitates invasions, and further promotes additional increases in richness; similarly, other studies have demonstrated that plant invasions may be facilitated by mutualistic interactions with established biota (e.g., Schiffman 1997). Besides Richardson et al. (2000b), few other studies have explicitly examined the effects of wholesale increases in richness on ecological processes, despite the likelihood that this commonly occurs and despite the effects that these changes may cause. Instead, studies have
focused on the effects of individual species invasions, thoroughly documenting these affects on community and ecosystem-level processes (e.g., Vitousek and Walker 1989). The effects of wholesale increases in species richness, however, may conceivably be much more significant, if not in type than certainly in magnitude. These effects could include the disruption of species interactions, the modification of successional processes, the weakening of ecosystem stability, and the alteration of other ecosystem-level processes (such as productivity and nutrient cycling). Further, these impacts may not be restricted to an ecological context but may also affect future patterns of evolution (Mooney and Cleland 2001). Undoubtedly, the field of ecology would be advanced by better understanding the potential consequences of increasing richness, and we hope that a body of theoretical and empirical work can be developed that will examine these issues.

On a final note, this work bears on the field of conservation biology in at least three ways. First, a direct consequence of the establishment of nonnative species around the globe, coupled with the loss of some to many native species, is an increasing homogenization of floras and faunas (Harrison 1993; Brown 1995; Vitousek et al. 1996; Wilson 1997; McKinney 1998). This loss of distinctive biotas is particularly problematic given its application on both islands and continents. Second, as articulated by Angermeyer (1994) and empirically demonstrated in this study, counts of species richness that do not distinguish between native and nonnative components of that richness are poor metrics of a system’s ecological integrity. Third, it is unclear at this time whether the increases in species richness of plants on oceanic islands are ephemeral; it is not unlikely that many plant species will become extinct in the future as a direct consequence of current processes. Future ecological research should address how changes in species number and identity affect natural ecosystems and whether mass extinction events on islands are likely to occur.
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APPENDIX A

Island Selection

Island and island archipelagos were selected if they met four criteria. First, they had to be oceanic, that is, not land bridge islands. Second, they had to currently be inhabited by a permanent human settlement (note that islands occupied by only a scientific or weather station were not included). Third, the vascular flora or avifauna of the island had to have been surveyed multiple times. Fourth, the most recent survey had to have been published within the past 22 years, that is, since 1980. In addition, three exceptions to these criteria were made for specific islands. First, New Zealand was included in the data set despite its former land connection with Australia. This was done because of its long period of isolation (~80 million years), its submergence of over 80% of its existing land area during periods with higher sea levels, and its extensive glacierizations. Together these factors have caused the loss of much of its archaic or continental flora and fauna, making it largely comparable with true oceanic islands. Second, the Chatham Islands (a continental land fragment of Gondwanaland) were included since available evidence suggests that the islands were entirely submerged, or nearly so, ~4 million years ago; therefore, the islands’ current flora and fauna were gained through geologically recent dispersal events, such that, for all practical purposes, its biota are truly oceanic (Campbell 1998; Trewick 2000). Third, Iceland was not included in the data set, since its long period of contact with Europeans makes it difficult to determine whether species are native or nonnative. Note that most islands that met these criteria did so for either plants or birds, with only a few meeting the criteria for both groups. Note also that several apparently obvious midsized islands were excluded because they did not meet one or more of the listed criteria. This does not imply that these islands did not fit the pattern described for other islands but, instead, that we followed our set of a priori criteria. For example, the vascular flora of Guam was last described in 1974, so it was excluded by our fourth criterion, even though that publication listed the island as having 282 native plants and 187 nonnative ones (numbers that are generally consistent with those described for other islands in the results; Lee 1974). The vascular flora of the Society Islands was excluded since recent information was only available on the flowering plants (Welsh 1998), even though that publication listed the islands as having 301 extant native and 210 naturalized species. Similarly, the vascular flora of the Galápagos and the biota of New Caledonia, both with many naturalized species, were excluded.
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for failure to meet the above criteria (Galápagos: A. Tye, personal communication; New Caledonia: MacKee 1994; Gargominy et al. 1996). Note further that, unlike values used for islands in some previous compilations, none of the values for individual islands or island archipelagos used here are based solely on regional field guides but, instead, include published critical examinations of an individual island or archipelago.

Species Status

Species on each island (or island archipelago) were identified as native or nonnative and extant or extinct. For birds, these values are generally consistent with those reported in the literature (table B1). Some small alterations of these reported values were necessary, however, because not all studies used the same operational definitions of native, nonnative, and naturalized. Here we consider all species that have arrived to an island following human settlement to be nonnative, regardless of whether or not they arrived with human assistance. Further, birds were considered to be established, whether they were natives or nonnatives, only if there was evidence of successful reproduction on multiple occasions. Thus, species that were only known to have reproduced once, or not at all, were not considered to be established and were not considered further here. Note that this criterion excludes most migrants, vagrants, waifs, and so forth. Further, only currently established nonnative species were considered to be extant; nonnative species that had formerly been established but apparently become extinct were not considered here. On Hawaii and New Zealand, no exact consensus has been reached for these numbers due to differences in taxonomy and the extent of the archipelagos considered. For Hawaii, taxonomy follows James and Olson (1991) and Olson and James (1991) for all species described by them and Pratt et al. (1987) otherwise. Further, the Hawaiian Islands considered in this study include all of the main islands, as well as the northwestern islands as far from the main islands as Laysan. For New Zealand, taxonomy follows Turbott (1990), and the islands considered include North, South, Stewart, and all land bridge islands but not islands that are geographically isolated from the mainland but within its political jurisdiction.

For plants, applying operational definitions of species status (and, subsequently, using values altered from those reported in the literature) may seem unnecessary because the qualitative pattern of few native extinctions and many naturalizations is robust to the definitions used. Nevertheless, we did this to facilitate comparisons between islands. We began by using the same definitions for plants as those defined above for birds. However, given the differences that exist between birds and plants, we also invoked several additional criteria. First, plants that are cultivated, or that are otherwise directly aided by humans (e.g., through watering), were not considered to be naturalized and were not considered further here. This includes a very large number of species on some islands; for example, in New Zealand, more than 20,500 plant species are known to be cultivated or grown as garden ornamentals (Landcare Research Herbarium at Lincoln [CHR], personal communication, 1999). Second, species that were only observed once, regardless of whether they were presumed to be native or nonnative, were not considered to be established. Similarly, there were a small number of species (fewer than 20) that were observed more than once but sporadically in time and/or space, for example, being seen only twice in 150 yr. These species were not considered to be established because their presence was likely to be the result of repeated introduction events. Third, species were considered to be extinct if they had not been observed within 50 yr of the most recent survey. Note that, in some cases, insufficient information was available to determine whether any native species had become extinct, in which case these islands were not used in determining relationships between extant and extinct species (tables 1, 2). The only exceptions to the application of these operational definitions are for Hawaii and New Zealand, for which species values are taken directly from cited sources. For Hawaii, the number of nonnative species and the number of extant natives were taken directly from the literature, while the number of plant species presumed to be extinct were taken from an on-line database at the Bishop Museum (1999); for New Zealand all plant values were from a personal communication with the Landcare Research Herbarium at Lincoln (CHR; table 1).
### APPENDIX B

#### Table B1: Data references

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Island (or archipelago)</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Andaman/Nicobar Islands</td>
<td>Mathur 1968; Lever 1987; Ripley and Beehler 1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ascension Island</td>
<td>Blair 1989; Ashmole and Ashmole 1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chatham Islands</td>
<td>Lever 1987; Freeman 1994; Millener 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christmas Island (Indian Ocean)</td>
<td>Bailey 1977; Du Puy 1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocos (Keeling) Islands</td>
<td>Telford 1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiji Islands</td>
<td>Steadman 1989; Beckon 1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galápagos Islands</td>
<td>Harris 1973; Kramer 1984; Steadman et al. 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guam Island</td>
<td>Jenkins 1983; Fritts and Rodda 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaiian Islands</td>
<td>James and Olson 1991; Olson and James 1991; Eldredge and Miller 1995, 1998; Pyle 1997; Bishop Museum 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heron Island</td>
<td>Rogers and Morrison 1994; Rowland 1995, 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lord Howe Island</td>
<td>Cassels 1984; Hutton 1990; Green 1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mangareva Island</td>
<td>St. John 1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marquesas Islands</td>
<td>Holyoak and Thibault 1984; Pratt et al. 1987; Steadman and Rolett 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritius Island</td>
<td>Cheke 1987; Mourer-Chauvire et al. 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nauru Island</td>
<td>Thaman et al. 1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand Islands</td>
<td>Cassels 1984; Turbott 1990; Robertson and Heather 1999; Landcare Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Herbarium at Lincoln (CHR), personal communication, 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norfolk Island</td>
<td>Schodde et al. 1983; Ritchie 1989; Green 1994; Anderson 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Line Islands</td>
<td>Webster 1985; Webster et al. 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palau Islands</td>
<td>Pratt et al. 1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitcairn Island</td>
<td>Hiroa 1945; Florence et al. 1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reunion Island</td>
<td>Cheke 1987; Mourer-Chauvire et al. 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodriguez Island</td>
<td>Cheke 1987; Mourer-Chauvire et al. 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Helena Island</td>
<td>Olson 1975; Lever 1987; Brooke et al. 1995; Oldfield and Sheppard 1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samoa Islands</td>
<td>Watling 1982; Milberg and Tyrberg 1993; Steadman 1993b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society Islands</td>
<td>Pratt et al. 1987; Walters 1988; Steadman 1989, 1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonga Islands</td>
<td>Steadman 1993a; Steadman and Freifeld 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tristan da Cunha Island</td>
<td>Groves 1981; Richardson 1984; Watkins and Furness 1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wake Island</td>
<td>Cassels 1984; Jones 1995</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: References to the flora, avifauna, and archaeological history of each island or island archipelago by locality. Note that this list of references is sufficient to generate the data used in this study (tables 1, 2). This list does not include the numerous additional references that exist for these islands because these older references are generally cited within the ones presented here.*
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